PRODUCT SIZE

150 CM

MAX SLIDING LENGHT

146 CM

MAX LOADING WEIGHT HORIZONTAL
MAX LOADING WEIGHT VERTICAL
SLOWEST SPEED
FASTEST SPEED

3 KG
0,5 KG
4,45 CM/SEC
18 CM/SEC

WWW.ACCURIZETARGET.COM

ACCURIZE SLIDER
User Manual

User Manual Accurize Slider
PACKING LIST
Slider / USB connecting cable / DC connecting cable for controller & battery /
controller / litium battery / battery-charger 220V and portable bag.

BATTERY CHARGE
Charge the battery to full before using the slider
• Connect the charger to the battery, use the second hole from the switch
• Connect the charger to the main power
• Turn the battery switch in position on
220V battery charger shows red lamp – Full charged battery, lamp turn green.
Battery will work for approx. 2,5 hours.
CONNECTION
• Connect battery and controller with the DC connecting cable.
Use the hole closest to the switch of the battery.
• Connect controller and electric motor with the USB cable
• Turn on the battery switch and the display screen on the controller will turn on
CONTROLLER SET UP AND USE
Main menu
• Moving mode
• Time lapse
• Set Start /End

IMPORTANT!

Move in the menu by using joystick up /down left/right
Choose menu by pressing joystick down
Back to main menu by pressing joystick down for 2 sec.

STEP 1. SET START/END MENU
Go to set start/end in the menu, press the mid of the joystick
Choose start
Slide the wagon by moving joystick left /right and press mid of joystick for set start point.
Press mid of joystick again for moving to set end point.
Choose end
Set End point for the wagon by moving joystick left/right and the wagon will start moving.
When the wagon are in the end of the slider, or in the point where you want to set as the
end point. Then press mid of the joystick again. End point is set. Press mid of the joystick
to get back to main menu.
Notice! Under set start/end menu its also possible to change the wagons speed approach
in each end. This feature provides a more comfortable approach to start/end position.
Set aproach by moving joystick left/right.
STEP 2. MOVING MODE
Choose moving mode in the menu by pressing the mid of the joystick
Choose manual or auto mode by pressing the mid of the joystick
If you choose manual, you can change speed and direction.
Move joystick left/right to start wagon.
If you choose auto mode, you can choose auto loop and the wagon will
go both way automatic or choose one way stop and the wagon will stop
in the set end point.
Choose autoloop and you can change speed of the wagon and direction.
For change of speed; move joystick up/down.
For changing direction; move joystick left/right.
STEP 3. TIME LAPSE
Choose time lapse in the main menu. Minimum total time is 2 minute.
It’s possible to set total working time for the slider. If you set total working time 120 sec,
it will use 120 sec. from set start point to set end point. By moving joystick down, you can
set number of stop for the wagon as part of the total time.
Example: By choosing total time 60 sec and setting 10 stop,
the wagon will stop 10 times between set start and set end point.
By moving joystick down one more step, you can choose autoloop yes/no.
This need to be in position YES if you want the slider to move automatic from side to side
and total time will restart when end point is reached.

